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Introduction
In this paper, we study read-once contact networks representing Boolean functions. A read-once contact network is an undirected graph with two poles in which pairwise different Boolean variables are assigned to edges. For a given tuple of variable values, the value of the function corresponding to the network is equal to 1 if and only if there exists a path between poles such that the value of each variable assigned to the edges in this path is equal to 1. Note that the contact networks are also known as contact schemes, contact circuits, and switching circuits [5, 10, 19] .
We study read-once networks over a finite set B of networks which is called basis. These networks can be obtained by replacing some edges in a network from B with recursively constructed networks (including networks from B). We assume that all networks from B are indecomposable, i.e., cannot be obtained from two nontrivial (containing more than one edge) networks by replacing an edge in the first network with the second one.
Let C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}. We consider C-faults of read-once networks each of which consists in assigning constant values from C to some of the network variables. We study the problem of diagnosis of C-faults: for a given faulty network, we should recognize the function implemented by this network. To solve this problem we use decision trees with membership queries: we can ask about value of the function implemented by a given faulty network on an arbitrary tuple of values of the network variables. The depth of a decision tree is the maximum number of nonterminal nodes (queries) in a path from the root to a terminal node.
For a read-once network S over B, we denote by L(S) the number of edges in S and by h C (S) -the minimum depth of a decision tree for diagnosis of C-faults for S. We prove that h C (S) ≤ t C (B)(L(S) − 1) for any read-once network S over B, where t C (B) = max{t C (Q) : Q ∈ B} and t C (Q) =
for any network Q from the set B. This result was presented for C = {0, 1} in [13] without proof and in [4] -with proof.
We also consider the function H C B (n) which characterizes the dependence in the worst case of the minimum depth of a decision tree for diagnosis of C-faults for a network over B on the number n of edges in the network. In [4] , we proved that H
{0,1} B
(n) = Θ(n) for any basis B. In this paper, we prove that H {0} B (n) = 1 for n ≥ 2 if B = {S Kuznetsov in [11] published the list of all nontrivial indecomposable networks with at most 10 edges. The value h {0,1} (Q) was studied in [7] for each indecomposable network Q containing at most 8 edges. In [4] , we obtained upper and lower bounds for the value h {0,1} (Q) for each indecomposable network Q with at most 10 edges. The difference between lower and upper bounds on the value h {0,1} (Q) was at most one. In this paper, we find exact value of h C (Q) for each C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}} and for each indecomposable network Q with at most 10 edges. To find these values, we use simple lower bound, dynamic and greedy algorithms for decision tree construction, and a new algorithm which has some common points with branch and bound tech-nique. The obtained results allow us to find the value t C (B) for an arbitrary basis B containing only indecomposable networks with at most 10 edges.
As it was mentioned in [4] , there are three directions of research which are connected with the topic of our paper. The first direction is related to the study of diagnostic tests for constant faults in read-once networks [12] . A diagnostic test is a set of membership queries which allows us to solve the problem of diagnosis for constant faults. The second direction is the study of diagnostic tests and decision trees for constant faults in iterationfree combinatorial circuits (read-once formulas) over finite bases of Boolean functions [8, 9, 14, 15] . The third direction is connected with two problems of learning: learning of read-once contact networks [18] , and learning of readonce formulas over some basis [3] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider main notions and prove a simple lower bound on the depth of decision trees for fault diagnosis. In Section 3, we study the problem of diagnosis of read-once networks over an arbitrary basis B. In Section 4, we find value h C (Q) for each nontrivial indecomposable network Q with at most 10 edges and each C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}, and describe tools which are used to find h C (Q). Section 5 contains short conclusions.
Main Notions
In this section, we consider main notions connected with networks, constant faults and decision trees for fault diagnosis. We also prove a simple lower bound on the depth of decision trees for fault diagnosis.
A network is an undirected graph S with multiple edges and without loops in which two different nodes called poles are fixed. For each edge e in S, there is a simple path (without repeating nodes) between poles which contains e. We will assume that the set of edges of S is ordered. We denote by L(S) the number of edges in the network S. A network containing only two nodes and one edge connecting these nodes is called trivial. Various examples of networks can be found in Tables 2-10. For a natural number n, a function f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} is called a Boolean function. This function is called monotone if, for any n-tuples a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) and
n , which are different only in the i-th digit and for which f (a) = f (b).
Let S be a network with L(S) = n edges e 1 , . . . , e n . We assign to these edges, variables x 1 , . . . , x n , respectively, and define a Boolean function f S (x 1 , . . . , x n ) implemented by S. Let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ {0, 1} be values of variables x 1 , . . . , x n , respectively. Then f S (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 1 if and only if there is a path between poles of S in which all variables corresponding to edges in the path have value 1. One can show that f S is a monotone function, and all variables of this function are essential.
We consider three types of constant faults: {0, 1}-faults, {0}-faults, and {1}-faults. Let C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}. A C-fault of S consists in assigning of constants from C to some variables of f S . More formally, a C-fault of S is an n-tuple ρ = (ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n ) ∈ {C ∪ {2}} n . For i = 1, . . . , n, the value ρ i is called the value of the fault ρ for the variable x i . The network S with the fault ρ implements the function The problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S: for the network S with Cfault δ of S, we should find a normal C-fault ρ of S such that f S,ρ = f S,δ . To resolve this problem we can ask about values of the function f S,δ on arbitrary tuples from {0, 1} n . Algorithms for solving the problem of diagnosis of C-faults can be represented in the form of decision trees each of which is a directed tree with root. Terminal nodes of the tree are labeled with normal C-faults of S. Each nonterminal node is labeled with an n-tuple from {0, 1} n . Two edges start in this node that are labeled with 0 and 1, respectively. The depth h(Γ) of a decision tree Γ is the maximum length of a path from the root to a terminal node (the length of a path is the number of edges in this path).
Let Γ be a decision tree. For the network S with a C-fault δ, this tree works in the following way. If the root of Γ is a terminal node then the outcome of Γ is the normal fault attached to the root. Otherwise, we find the value of the function f S,δ on the n-tuple attached to the root and pass along the edge which starts in the root and is labeled with this value, etc., until we reach a terminal node. The normal fault attached to this node is the outcome of Γ. We will say that Γ solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S if, for any C-fault δ of S, the outcome of Γ is a normal C-fault ρ of S such that f S,ρ = f S,δ . We denote by h C (S) the minimum depth of a decision tree which solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S.
We consider now a lower bound on h C (S). We denote
n that can be obtained from the function f S implemented by S by assigning of constants from C to some variables of f S . This set includes the function f S as well.
Lemma 1. For any C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}} and any read-once contact network S, the following inequality holds:
Proof. Let Γ be a decision tree which solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S and for which h(Γ) = h C (S). For each function f ∈ F C (S), in the tree Γ there is a terminal node which is labeled with a fault ρ for S such that f = f S,ρ . Therefore, the number of terminal nodes in Γ is at least |F C (S)|. One can show that the number of terminal nodes in Γ is at most
Diagnosis of Decomposable Networks
In this section, we study the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for decomposable networks which can be constructed from a finite set of indecomposable networks.
Recall that a network containing only two nodes and one edge connecting these nodes is called trivial. A network S is called decomposable if there are two nontrivial networks P and Q, and an edge e in the network P such that S can be obtained by replacing the edge e with the network Q. During the replacement, the ends of e are identified with the poles of Q, the edge e is removed, and the poles of P become the poles of S. The edges of S are ordered in the following way: first there are all edges of P with the exception of e in the same order as in P and after that all edges of Q in the same order as in Q. If a network is not decomposable, it is called indecomposable.
Let B be a finite nonempty set of indecomposable nontrivial networks. We denote Net 1 (B) = B and, for any natural r ≥ 2, we denote by Net r (B) the set of all networks S / ∈ Net 1 (B) ∪ · · · ∪ Net r−1 (B) such that S can be obtained by replacing some edges in a network from B with networks from
We now consider an upper bound on the minimum depth of decision trees for diagnosis of C-faults for networks over B depending on the number of edges in the network. We denote
Recall that L(S) is the number of edges in a network S, and h C (S) is the minimum depth of a decision tree which solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S.
Theorem 2.
For any C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}} and any network S ∈ Net(B), the following inequality holds:
Proof. We will prove the considered inequality by induction on index r such that S ∈ Net r (B).
Let now r ≥ 2 and, for any network from Net 1 (B) ∪ · · · ∪ Net r−1 (B), the considered inequality hold. Let us prove that the considered inequality holds for any S ∈ Net r (B). Since r ≥ 2, there exist networks P 0 ∈ B and P 1 , . . . ,
, such that S can be obtained by replacing k edges in the network P 0 with the networks
. . , k, let Γ i be a decision tree which solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for P i and for
. We consider now a decision tree Γ which solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S. We describe the work of Γ for the network S with a C-fault δ. As a result, we obtain a normal C-fault ρ for S such that f S,ρ = f S,δ .
First, the decision tree Γ simulates in some way the work of the decision tree Γ 0 . The network P 0 (as a skeleton of S) is analyzed at that. Let P 0 contain m = L(P 0 ) edges, e 1 , . . . , e m . Let a nonterminal node of the decision tree Γ 0 be labeled with an m-tuple (a 1 , . . . , a m ) ∈ {0, 1} m . For i = 1, . . . , m, we assign the value a i to some variables of S (we denote the set of these variables X i ). If the edge e i was not replaced with a network then we assign the value a i to the variable corresponding to e i in S (X i contains only this variable). If the edge e i was replaced with a network P j then we assign the value a i to all variables corresponding to edges of the network P j in S (X i contains all these variables). The value of the function implemented by P j with the fault δ will be equal a i provided that this function is not constant.
Let a normal C-fault γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ m ) for P 0 be the outcome of the decision tree Γ 0 . For i = 1, . . . , m, we fix values of ρ for some variables of f S . To this end, the decision tree Γ will simulate the work of some decision trees Γ j , j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
If γ i = 2, then the value of ρ is equal to γ i for each variable from X i . Let γ i = 2. If X i contains only one variable then the value of ρ for this variable is equal to 2. Let X i contain two or more variables. Then the edge e i was replaced in S with a network P j , j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Since γ i = 2 , there are values 1, b i+1 , . . . , b m ) . Now, the decision tree Γ simulates the work of the decision tree Γ j . Let P j contain l = L(P j ) edges ε 1 , . . . , ε l . Let a nonterminal node of the decision tree Γ j be labeled with an l-tuple (a 1 , . . . , a l ) ∈ {0, 1} l . We assign values a 1 , . . . , a l to variables corresponding in S to the edges ε 1 , . . . , ε l , respectively. For s = 1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , m, we assign the value b s to all variables from X s . Let the outcome of the decision tree Γ j be a normal C-fault α = (α 1 , . . . , α l ) for P j . Then α 1 , . . . , α l are the values of ρ for the variables corresponding to the edges ε 1 , . . . , ε l , respectively.
The outcome of Γ is the tuple ρ which will be completely defined after the finishing of the work with γ m . One can show that f S,δ = f S,ρ . Therefore Γ solves the problem of diagnosis of C-faults for S. It is clear that
(B)(L(S)−1).
Remark 1. The bound from Theorem 2 is in some sense sharp: the coefficient t C (B) is the minimum number a such that h C (S) ≤ a(L(S) − 1) for any S ∈ Net(B) (the equality h C (S) = t C (B)(L(S) − 1) holds for at least one network S from B).
Remark 2.
It is not necessary to design and memorize the decision tree Γ for diagnosis of C-faults for a network S ∈ Net(B) whose depth satisfies the inequality from Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that we can simulate the work of this tree efficiently if we know decision trees with minimum depth for the diagnosis of C-faults for networks from B and if we know how the network S was built from the networks contained in B.
Theorem 2 gives us an upper bound on h C (S) which depends linearly on L(S) and is true for any S ∈ Net(B). We have no lower bound on h C (S) which is linear depending on L(S) and holds for any S ∈ Net(B). However, we can obtain such a bound in the worst case. To this end, we consider a function H C B which characterizes the dependence in the worst case of the minimum depth of a decision tree for diagnosis of C-faults for a network from Net(B) on the number of edges in the network. For each natural n,
Theorem 3. [4] Let B be a finite nonempty set of indecomposable nontrivial networks. Then H

{0,1} B
(n) = Θ(n).
We denote by S 2 1 a network with two poles and two parallel edges connecting the poles (see Table 2 ). 
We denote by S 2 2 a network consisting of simple path of length two connecting two poles (see Table 2 ). 
Theorem 5. Let B be a finite nonempty set of indecomposable nontrivial networks. If
B = {S 2 2 } then H {0} B (n) = 1 for n ≥ 2. Otherwise, H {0} B (n) = Θ(n).
Proof. Let B = {S
Let n be a natural number such that n ≥ t and m = n t
Diagnosis of Indecomposable Networks
Let C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}. In this section, we find value of h C (S) for each nontrivial indecomposable network S with at most 10 edges. We describe now tools which were used to obtain these values. The value t C (S) = 
S). Let G ⊆ F C (S). Then
First, the dynamic programming algorithm constructs the set F C (S). Next, this algorithm constructs the set Δ C (S) of all separable subsets of the set F C (S). Each subset G ∈ Δ C (S) is considered as a subproblem of the initial problem F C (S): for a given function f ∈ G we should find a normal C-fault ρ for S such that f = f S,ρ . We denote by h(G) the minimum depth of a decision tree solving the problem G. For a problem G, we denote by E(G) the set of tuples α ∈ {0, 1} n such that |G(α, 0)| ≥ 1 and |G(α, 1)| ≥ 1. The considered algorithm is based on the following equalities: h(G) = 0 if |G| = 1, and
The algorithm begins the computation of the value h(G) from smallest separable subsets and finishes when the value h(F C (S)) is computed.
For networks containing at most five edges, we used the dynamic programming algorithm which allows us to find exact value of h {0,1} (S) (these results were described in [4] ). For networks containing at most seven edges, we used the dynamic programming algorithm which allows us to find exact values of h {0} (S) and h {1} (S).
For the networks containing more than five edges for C = {0, 1} and networks containing more than seven edges for C ∈ {{0}, {1}}, we used lower bound on h C (S) from Lemma 1. To obtain upper bound on h C (S), we used greedy algorithms for decision tree construction considered in [2] . We describe here only two greedy algorithms which allowed us to obtain best results for each of the considered networks. The description is adapted to the problem of diagnosis.
We now consider the first step of each algorithm -the choice of n-tuple from E(F C (S)) which will be attached to the root of the tree, where n = L(S).
For a given n-tuple α from E(F C (S)) we denote N 0 (α) = |F C (S)(α, 0)| and N 1 (α) = |F C (S)(α, 1)|. The first greedy algorithm (similar to the one considered in [15] ) chooses a tuple α from E(F C (S)) which minimizes the value max{N 0 (α), N 1 (α)}.
The second greedy algorithm (similar to the one considered in [17] ) chooses a tuple α from E(F C (S)) which minimizes the value
Later, each greedy algorithm works in the same way with separable subsets F C (S)(α, 0) and F C (S)(α, 1) corresponding to the children of the root, etc. The construction of the decision tree is finished when separable subsets corresponding to terminal nodes are singletons. For each of the considered nontrivial indecomposable network S with at most 10 edges and for each C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}, the difference between lower bound on h C (S) from Lemma 1 and upper bound -the depth of a decision tree constructed by one of the considered greedy algorithms -is at most one. For C = {0, 1}, the obtained results were described in [4] .
To find the exact value of h C (S) for each nontrivial indecomposable network S with at most 10 edges and for each C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}, we created new algorithm called Bounded Depth Algorithm.
Let C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}}, d be a nonnegative integer, and S ∈ Net(B). Let G be a subset of F C (S) with |G| ≥ 2. We will describe a sequence
n where n = L(S). We will say that two tuples α, β ∈ E(G) are equivalent if, for any f ∈ G, f (α) = f (β). This equivalence relation divides E(G) into classes of equivalence E 1 , . . . , E p . We choose one representative from each class and order these representatives α 1 , . . . , α p such that, for i = 1, . . . , p − 1 ,  I(α i ) ≤ I(α i+1 ) where, for j = 1, . . . , p, I(α j ) = max{|G(α j , 0)| , |G(α j , 1)|}.  If log 2 I(α 1 ) > d−1, the sequence T (G, d) is empty. Let log 2 I(α 1 ) ≤ d−1 and k be the maximum number from {1, . . . , p} such that log 2 I(α k ) ≤ d−1. Then T (G, d) = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) .
Bounded Depth Algorithm. Let t be a nonnegative integer. We now describe an algorithm which recognizes if there exists a tree Γ for diagnosis of C-faults for the network S with h(Γ) ≤ t, and if such a tree exists, it constructs one. The inputs of this algorithm are the set F C (S) and the number t. During each step, the algorithm will work with a tree D which is a prefix of some decision tree for diagnosis of C-faults for S. Each node v of the tree D will be labeled with an integer d(v) and a sequence T (v) of tuples from {0, 1} n where n = L(S). We will correspond also a subset G(v) of the set F C (S) to the node v.
We will assume that in each nonterminal node of D, the edge starting in this node and labeled with 0 is going to the left and the edge labeled with 1 is going to the right. In this case, we have a natural ordering of terminal nodes of D from the left to the right.
At the first step, we form the root node r of D for which d(r) = t, T (r) = T (F C (S), t), and G(r) = F C (S). Let us assume that we already made m ≥ 1 steps and constructed a tree D. We now describe the step number m + 1. If each terminal node of D is labeled with a normal C-fault for S, then D is a decision tree for diagnosis of C-faults for the network S with h(D) ≤ t. Otherwise, we choose the leftmost terminal node v of D which is not labeled with a normal fault.
Let T (v) be empty. If v be the root of D, then there is no decision tree Γ for diagnosis of C-faults for S such that h(Γ) ≤ t, and the algorithm finishes its work. If v is not a root of D, then we remove v and the edge entering v. Also, we remove the subtree with root at the sibling v of v and remove the edge entering v . Moreover, we remove the n-tuple α attached to the parent of v. Then, we proceed to step number m + 2.
Let T (v) be nonempty and α be the first n-tuple in T (v). We remove α from T (v) and we attach it to the node v. We add to D two nodes v 0 , v 1 and we draw edges from v to v 0 and v 1 labeled with 0 and 1, respectively. If, for some C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}} and some network S with at most 10 edges, the difference between the lower and the upper bounds for h C (C) is equal to 1, we apply the Bounded Depth Algorithm to the set F C (S) and to the number t which is equal to the obtained lower bound for h C (S). If the algorithm constructs a decision tree Γ for diagnosis of C-faults for the network S with h(Γ) = t, then h C (S) = t. Otherwise, h C (S) = t + 1.
We consider now an example of the Bounded Depth Algorithm work. We found that F {0,1} (S We know that |F {0,1} (S Note that from each class of equivalent 2-tuples, we only choose one representative. Also, tuples that have the same output for all faults are excluded. As a result, at the beginning of the algorithm work we have the whole set {0, 1}
2 of input tuples (see Table 1 ). Let t = 3. One can show that T (F {0,1} (S 2 1 ), t) = (00, 01, 10, 11).
We start constructing a tree D with a root node r as following:
We start with the root node r (the leftmost terminal node not labeled with a normal fault). We remove the first tuple 00 from T (r) and we attach it to the node r. We add two nodes v 0 , v 1 and we draw edges from r to v 0 and v 1 labeled with 0 and 1, respectively.
contains all faulty functions that give an output of 0 with the input tuple 00 and
contains all faulty functions that give an output of 1 with the input tuple 00 and T (v 1 ) = T (G(v 1 ), d(v 1 ) ). The drawing is as following:
Since |G(v 1 )| = 1, we attach to the node v 1 the fault ρ 2 corresponding to the function in G(v 1 ). For v 0 , we remove the first tuple 01 from T (v 0 ) and we attach it to the node v 0 . We add two nodes v 00 and v 01 and we draw edges from v 0 to v 00 and v 01 labeled with 0 and 1, respectively. 
The drawing is as following:
By repeating the same sequence of steps for nodes v 00 and v 01 , the following tree will be constructed with depth of tree not exceeding the set threshold t = 3. Since the depth of this tree equals to the value obtained by Lemma 1, one can say that this tree solves the problem of diagnosis of {0, 1}-faults for S The obtained results are shown in Tables 2-10 . These tables contain, for each nontrivial indecomposable network S with at most 10 edges (the list of these networks was published by Kuznetsov in [11] ),
• the name of the network S in the form S i j where i is the number of edges in the network and j is the index of the network in the list of networks with i edges;
• graphical representation of the network S in which two empty circles are the poles and the filled circles are usual nodes of the network; Using these results we can obtain a number of corollaries. For i = 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, we denote by B(i) the set of all indecomposable networks with i edges. For C ∈ {{0, 1}, {0}, {1}} and i = 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, the value t C (B(i)) can be found in Table 11 at the intersection of the row C and the column i. 
Conclusions
We studied the depth of decision trees for diagnosis of three types of constant faults in undirected read-once contact networks over finite bases. In the future, we are planning to study the diagnosis of constant faults in directed read-once contact networks.
